
Lapis Lazuli
Lapis Lazuli is a gorgeous blue stone that was prized by ancient
Egyptians who used the stone in scarabs and other jewelry, to
decorate the tombs of Egyptian Royalty, and was ground to a
powder for use as medicine and even eye shadow. It brings
inner wisdom, royal virtues and assists with honest
communication. It holds the vibration of ‘Inner King or Queen”. It
activates the Higher Mind and opens psychic abilities. It carries

the Wind Element and opens the third eye chakra.
This Alignment Will…
Connect you to your inner royalty, and invoke divine inspiration, enhance memory and
intellectual abilities. It will connect you to your higher mind, expand your third eye and open
psychic sight. This alignment will also assist you in claiming your own sovereignty and aligning
with your highest truth.

Turquoise
Turquoise is thought to be the longest-used gemstone, with
beads dating back to 5000 BC being found in Iraq. Turquoise
assists us in finding wholeness and truth. It harmonizes the throat
chakra and aids in communication. It combines the elements of
Water, Wind, Fire and Earth, thereby containing the potency of
the Storm element.
This alignment will…

Connect you with the wisdom that comes through life experience. It will remind you that you
ARE whole and complete and bring about self-forgiveness and self-acceptance. It will
strengthen and bring harmony and balance to your throat chakra, allowing you to speak your
truth with clarity.

Purpurite
Purpurite is a beautiful purple stone that carries the elements of
Wind and Earth and has the ability to cleanse and open the crown
and third eye chakras. It holds the frequency of the Violet Ray. It is a



stone of initiation. It also helps the mind integrate information from the spirit realm.
This Alignment Will…
Assist you in making a conscious connection with the spirit world and your guides, and in
understanding and integrating the information you receive. It activates the crown chakra and the
third eye. This alignment also brings in the energies of freedom and inspiration. It connects the
heart and the mind, allowing for a deeper connection with the heart and mind of Creator.

Tiger Eye
Tiger Eye promotes vitality, mental clarity  and physical action. It
balances the solar plexus, sacral and root chakras. It is connected
to the Golden Ray and brings in the frequency of Christ
Consciousness. It is a stone of balance. It carries the Fire and
Earth elements.
This alignment will….

Bring the vibration of full-spectrum light into your body, strengthening your energy field. It offers
physical and emotional strength and mental clarity. It brings harmony to the kidneys, lungs,
intestines and pancreas, and balances the solar plexus, sacral and root chakras. It helps in
manifestation by bringing desires into the physical reality. This alignment is very grounding and
centering.

Malachite
Malachite contains a variety of vivid green shades, and is an
extremely effective stone for energetic protection. This stone has
the ability to permeate the auric field with positive vibrations. It
carries the Fire element and is beneficial for the solar plexus and
heart chakras. It emits a very positive energy pattern for the heart
(both the emotional heart and heart chakra). It also carries the

frequency of luck and good fortune. It holds the male or yang vibration. It is a beneficial stone
for people with great responsibilities to work with because it holds the vibrational frequency of
the enlightened leader.
This Alignment Will…
Help you see and recognise your power, assist in grounding, and with creating healthy
boundaries. It will clear the mental and emotional “fog” so you can more easily make conscious
choices. It will help you overcome fear of self-expression. It helps to easily and gently release
toxins from the body, alleviate pain, and aid in digestion. It connects you to the energy of your
enlightened leader within. This alignment also raises your energetic vibration and places a
protective energy around your auric field.

Amazonite
Amazonite is a stone that ranges from green to blue-green, and
gets its name from the Amazon River in Brazil. It has been an
important stone throughout history. The 7th chapter of the
Egyptian Book of the Dead was engraved on Amazonite. It is
believed to be the 3rd stone in the breastplate of Moses. It



carries the Water element and is beneficial for the heart and throat chakras.
This Alignment Will…
Bring harmony and the energy of peace and tranquility. It will help manifest your dreams and
desires by magnifying your intentions. It will help you integrate all aspects of the self and
connect you to your personal truth. It will open and clear your throat chakra and assist you in
communicating your higher truth.It will  stimulate your heart chakra and help you move beyond
fear of judgement.

Shiva Lingam
Shiva Lingams are oval shaped stones that are found at Narmada
River in India, one of India’s seven holy sites. This stone represents
both masculine and feminine, and the Cosmic Egg, from which all of
creation is said to have emerged. It holds the elements of Earth, Wind,
Water, Fire and Storm. It promotes kundalini activation and is beneficial
to all chakras.
This Alignment Will…
Assist in Kundalini awakening and activation of all chakras. It will
support you in breaking self-limiting patterns and habits. Your
masculine and feminine will come into greater balance, harmony and
unity. It brings in the vibrations of oneness, unity and devotion.

Moldavite
Moldavite was formed at the same time as a crash of a very large
meteorite 14.8 million years ago in what is now the Czech
Republic. It is known to bring about spiritual awakening and rapid
spiritual evolution. Some geologists say that moldavite is an
extraterrestrial material. The Neolithic people of Eastern Europe
wore moldavite at least 25000 years ago. Many historians believe
moldavite was contained in the Holy Grail.

This Alignment Will…
Assist you in spiritual awakening and evolution, enhance dream work, offer spiritual protection,
and bring about massive transformation. It will help you connect deeply with spiritual guides,
bring to the surface deeply held fears, so you can recognise and integrate them. It will bring in
activation of your spiritual abilities and your highest destiny.

Ocean Jasper
Ocean Jasper enhances the joy of life and is an excellent stone for
manifestation work. It holds the Earth element and balances the solar
plexus and heart chakras. It has strong physical healing properties. Ocean
Jasper amplifies positive vibrations and can raise the vibration of a room.
This Alignment Will….
Connect you with JOY, bring in appreciation for life, and encourage you to
think and speak positively. It activates the solar plexus and supports your

expression of love in your words and actions. It will  alleviate depression and addictive patterns



and support you in releasing painful thought forms. It will balance your endocrine system and
your body’s biochemistry.

Citrine
Citrine unlocks creativity, brings clarity and magnifies manifestation
work. It helps to open to Divine Will and heals feelings of
powerlessness. Citrine also strengthens physical stamina and
endurance, and supports the endocrine system and balances
metabolism. It carries the Fire Element and works with the Root, Sacral
and Solar Plexus Chakras.
*note that most stones sold as citrine are actually heat treated

amethyst. To find natural citrine look for pale yellow rather than orange/amber.
This Alignment Will…
Assist you in manifestation work, clearing and dissolving beliefs that may be hindering your
co-creations, especially relating to abundance. It will connect you to your powers of creativity
and to your Divine Will. It will also strengthen your physical endurance, and balance your
endocrine system and metabolism.

Black Tourmaline
Black Tourmaline is an extremely effective stone for clearing and
protecting your energy field. It is very effective at helping balance
stress, anxiety and obsessive behaviours and thoughts. Black
Tourmaline is very grounding and helps create a grounding circuit with
Gaia’s magnetic field. It helps the body release toxins including heavy
metals. It carries the Earth Element and supports the Root Chakra.

This Alignment Will…
Effectively clear and protect your energy and environment, release tension, stress and anxiety,
obsessive thoughts, toxins, and balance your root chakra.
Note for practitioners: To enhance the energy, combine with SL Purification or Cleanse &
Protect, Heavy Metal Detox, Gaia and Root Chakra Alignment

Morganite
This beautiful stone, named after the financier JP Morgan, embodies
the energies of divine love and compassion. It opens the heart to
cosmic love, and assists us in surrendering to the power of Divine
Love. It brings peace, joy and inner strength. Morganite carries the
water element and activates and heals the Heart.
This Alignment Will...
Cleanse and energize the heart and emotional body, connect you to

Divine Cosmic Love, and assist you in releasing old emotional pain and sorrow. It will connect
you to your own inner strength and a sense of joy and peace. It can also help call in your
soulmate or enhance your current romantic partnership.



Lemurian Seed Crystal (Lemurian Quartz)
These special crystals are a variety of quartz, which are
determined by ladder-like grooves along the sides of the crystals.
They are encoded with Lemurian consciousness and offer “A
return to the Garden”. They bring a connection with the Divine
Feminine, unification with the soul, and offer access to the
knowledge and wisdom of ancient Lemuria. These crystals carry
the Earth and Wind Elements and activate and balance the crown
chakra.
This Alignment Will…
Connect you to The ancient knowledge and wisdom of Lemuria,

and the energy of the Divine feminine, enhance your psychic abilities, expand your
consciousness, and bring in a feeling of Oneness and connection.

Herkimer Diamond
Herkimer Diamonds are a special type of quartz crystal that are pure
representations of spiritual light. They broadcast their own high
frequency energies and can also magnify and amplify other
frequencies- making these crystals the idea to work with in any
healing or manifestation work. They also help clear the energy field
and align to Divine White Light. Herkimers carry the Storm Element.
They open and activate the crown chakra and third eye.
This Alignment Will…
Amplify and other Alignment or Healing Frequency you are

combining it with, aid in your manifestation or CoCreation work, enhance your dreams, cleans
your energy field, allowing you to hold more light, and clear and expand your crown and third
eye.

Apophyllite
Apophyllite carries the frequency of the Higher Realms, and can help
lift the veils to access these realms. It stimulates the third eye, opens
psychic abilities, and activates the higher mind. Apophyllite is an
excellent stone for use in meditation and connection with the Angelic
Realm. It carries the Wind and Earth Elements and expands and
clears the third eye and crown chakras.
This Alignment Will…

Assist you in meditation, including connecting the Higher Realms by lifting the veils. It will help
you enhance your psychic abilities and activate your higher mind, allowing you to receive more
clear guidance from Source, Guides and your own Divine Aspects.

Mystic Merlinite
Mystic Merlinite is one of my personal favorite stones, because of all it
brings! It helps heal and align ALL chakras, balance our emotions and
energy fields, and aids in creating through magic. It opens and lifts the
veils between the seen and unseen, and access to the unconscious. It



is extremely helpful in soul and soul fragment retrieval. Mystic Merlinite also helps access and
heal trauma from past lives, and calling back fragments of self that may have become
disconnected in previous lifetimes. It can help develop or uncover magical powers, release
judgment, and self rejection and abandonment.
This Alignment Will…
Brings a healing, balance and activation to your entire chakra column, balances your emotional
body and cleanses your energetic field. It will lift the veils between the seen and unseen, help
you call back soul fragments, healing the trauma that created the fragmentation. It will open and
connect you to your own magical abilities and enhance any magic you are currently working. If
you have rejected or abandoned any aspect of yourself, it will help heal the judgment, rejection
and self abandonment and allow you to love and accept yourself more fully.

Seraphinite
Seraphinite gets its name from the Seraphim, the Highest Order of
Angels. It is a powerful crystal for connecting with and aligning your
spiritual aspects. This is a very feminine stone that can help you
connect to your own Divine feminine Nature (no matter what gender you
identify as) It brings in an incredibly potent healing energy. Seraphinite
carries the Storm and Earth Elements and balances all chakras.
This Alignment will…
Help release dense emotions and replace them with joy. It will help you

connect with the Angelic Realm, your own Divine Aspects and your own Divine Feminine
Nature. It is also beneficial in healing dis-ease in the body, including but not limited to cancer. It
will also calm the mental and emotional bodies and aid in meditation.

Scolecite
This stone embodies inner peace. It is an ideal stone to use in
meditation or under your pillow while sleeping. It carries a very
interdimensional energy and can help you in communication with
interdimensional beings. It helps bring about a constant invisible heart
connection, so it is a great stone to offer to your lover. It awakens the
higher mind and helps open the messages from the subconscious. It is
an excellent stone for those who struggle with anxiety. It carries the

Wind Element and works with the third eye and crown chakras.
This Alignment Will…
Calm your mind and mental body, help you connect with and communicate with interdimensional
and multidimensional beings, and access your subconscious. It will dissolve anxiety. This
alignment can also create and enhance a beautiful heart to heart connection with your
lover/romantic partner.



Bustamite
This crystal brings joy, creativity and playful expression. It can help
you reconnect to your inner child. Because it brings a powerful
connection and opening to creativity, it is very helpful in manifestation
and CoCreation work. Bustamite holds the Fire element and opens
and activates the Root and Sacral Chakras.
This Alignment Will…
Help bring joy and creative play into your life. It will help you heal and
embrace your inner child. It will support your intentions for

manifestation by connecting you to your Creator self. It brings a feeling of safety and security
and balances your root and sacral chakras.

Amethyst
Amethyst has been admired and used for thousands of years. It has
been seen as a stone of royalty...Ancient Egyptians used it in jewelry
and amulets, it was valued by Greek and Roman societies, and is said
to be the 9th stone in the breastplate of the High Priests of Israel.
Amethyst provides spiritual cleansing and protection, and aids in

eliminating addictions. It is very beneficial to raise the frequency of your home or space. It
assists in meditation and communication with Guides. Amethyst enhances psychic abilities. It
carries the Wind element, and balances and activates the third eye, crown, and transpersonal
(above the crown, outside the body) chakras.
This Alignment Will….
Cleanses and protects your energy field, raises your vibration and the vibration of your
surroundings, aids in meditation and enhances psychic abilities. It can also help you eliminate
habits and addictions, and balance and activate your third eye, crown, and higher chakras.

Chrysocolla
Chrysocolla empowers the Divine Feminine within (no matter what gender
you identify as), assists in embodiment of gentleness and power. It is the
stone of the Goddess. Chrysocolla activates the throat chakra and inner
wisdom, and allows for a flow of communication. It encourages you to
speak your heart's deepest truth and your minds greatest knowledge and
wisdom. It helps release stress and anxiety, and offers support for the

adrenals and thyroid. Chrysocolla carries the Water element and benefits the throat, heart and
root chakras.
This Alignment Will…
Help you connect with and embody your Divine Feminine nature and the Goddess within. It will
assist you in being both gentle and powerful. It will encourage you to speak both your mind and
your heart from the highest perspective. It is beneficial for releasing anxiety and balancing your
throat, heart and root.



Rhodochrosite
Rhodochrosite brings about emotional healing, self love and compassion.
It aids in self healing particularly heart healing. It brings about courage
and creativity and helps you align with the frequencies of love.
Rhodochrosite balances the nervous system. It carries the Fire and Water
elements and benefits the heart and solar plexus chakras.
This Alignment Will…

Heal your heartbreak & heartache and emotional trauma, strengthen your ability to embody
more self love and compassion, connect you with your inner courage, and align you with love. It
will clear and balance your nervous system (very beneficial for those who are holding trauma)
and helps activate and open your heart and solar plexus.

Rose Quartz
Rose Quartz offers love, gentleness, emotional healing and unity with the
Divine. It is heart healing and helps alleviate stress, anxiety and emotional
trauma. Rose quartz helps bring the crown, third eye and throat chakra into
unity and alignment with the heart, and carries the water element.
This Alignment Will…
Brings an energetic soothing balm to your heart and your nervous system,

helping you to love yourself and others more fully, helps to reduce stress, anxiety and dense
emotions. It will help you tap further into your own emotional body and release emotional
trauma.

Jet
Jet is extremely protective and aids in grounding and clearing. Jet can
also help support and amplify intentions and cocreations manifesting
into reality, by tapping into universal creative forces. Jet can help clear
dense energies including entity attachments, It strengthens the auric
field, and aids the liver and kidneys. It is beneficial for all chakras and

carries the Earth Element,
This Alignment Will…
Provide a strong energetic shield of protection, cleanse your energy field, dissolving dense
energies, and strengthen your auric field. It will assist you with tapping into the Universal Field of
Creation - the Quantum Field- to bring your cocreations into your physical reality, and ground
and anchor them into your reality. It will also strengthen your liver and kidneys.

Kunzite
Kunzite helps to open the heart to all forms of love. It helps open
the heart to Divine Love. It can open the ability to communicate
from the heart wordlessly. It brings the frequencies of joy and
celebration, and releases blocks in and around the heart. It also



releases resistance and supports the parasympathetic nervous system and heart chakra, and
carries the water element.
This Alignment Will…
Assist you in releasing blocks in and around your heart, and open your heart to all forms of love,
including the ability to channel and receive Divine Love, and communicate that love from your
heart without words. It will allow you to embrace and embody joy and celebration, and supports
your heart chakra and parasympathetic nervous system.

Labradorite
Labradorite is the stone of magic. It helps activate and awaken your
own magical abilities. It helps to amplify intuitive and psychic
abilities. It is an amazing ally in exploring the astral/etheric realms
and the Akash. It helps to access Universal Knowledge, and

provides protection. It is beneficial for all chakras and carries the
wind element.

This Alignment Will…
Aid you in connecting with magic, awakening your own magical and intuitive abilities, It will
guide and aid you in accessing information and Universal Knowledge available in the
astral/ethereal realms and the Akash. It will also provide protection while doing so.

Amber
Not technically a crystal, amber is a fossilized resin. Amber holds a
very strong solar light energy and will bring warmth. Amber is
essentially solidified sunlight. It connects us to our own strength. It
helps purify on the emotional and physical levels. It can connect us
with our genetic ancestral lineage. Amber is beneficial for the solar
plexus and carries the Earth Element.
This Alignment Will…
Raise your vibration, bring in the energy of sun, warmth and light,
connect you to Light Beings, and your own inner strength. It will

assist in connecting with your ancestral lineage and past lives for accessing information and
dissolving karmic and ancestral trauma and patterns.

Lepidolite
Lepidolite is a lithium rich stone. Lithium is used as medication to
treat mood disorders, and Lepidolite is very beneficial in reducing
obsessive thoughts, emotional overwhelm, depression, and anxiety. It
also increases concentration and clears the mental body. It is very
beneficial in calming the nervous system. It brings in serenity and



peace. It also helps sooth the mental body. It is beneficial to the heart and third eye chakras and
carries the water element.
This Alignment Will…
Bring healing, clearing and soothing to the nervous system, emotional body and mental body. It
brings in clarity and the ability to focus. It is beneficial for ADD and ADHD, and procrastination,
depression, and anxiety.

Prehnite
Prehnite brings in inner peace, tranquility and a union of the heart
and will, to assist with acting on and through the heart. It helps
dissolve anxiety and restlessness, It helps with spiritual discipline. It
cleanses the emotional body, and is beneficial to the lymphatic and
urinary systems, digestive system, kidneys, adrenals and
gallbladder. It strengthens the solar plexus and heart and carries the
Earth and Water elements.
This Alignment Will…
Sooth and cleanse your emotional body and bring in peace and

tranquility, and bring your will into more union with your heart. It helps to strengthen your
nervous system and your spiritual discipline and your intuitive and psychic abilities. It will bring
healing to your lymphatic and urinary systems, digestive system, kidneys, adrenals and
gallbladder.


